Abstract. One of the well known techniques that are used to increase the relevancy of user queries is query reformulation through the expansion of queries. Also, Linked data are being used in various fields and available for different domains. This paper aimed at improving Information Retrieval results using Linked data from Wikipedia in general and Wikidata in particular to expand the queries with attributes" values. The experiments that we have done, using Medline collection and Indri search engine to compare our suggested approach with baseline, lead to improvements in precision at different ranks.
Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) is based on a matching between the user"s query and a collection of documents that results in returning a subset documents judged as relevant and that contain the terms of the query [1] .
A common problem in this domain is the vocabulary mismatch problem that refers to the use of different terms, that can be synonyms, polysemes, or inflections, to refer to the same concept which may lead to low recall (i.e. the non retrieval of relevant documents) in the case of synonymy as well as inflections, and low precision (i.e. the retrieval of non-relevant documents) in the case of polysemy [2] .
One of the well known methods to improve the relevancy of the results is: query expansion that is done through adding new terms to the initial query based on association rules between the terms [1] . Query expansion is either interactive i.e. expansion terms are suggested to the user and it is up to him or her to use them or not, or automatic which means that the expansion terms are automatically added to the query without notifying the user [3] . However, adding too many terms to the query can affect negatively the results of the expansion method more than adding few terms [3] .
In this paper, we suggest using linked data from Wikidata as expansion terms by searching for corresponding Wikipedia [4] articles to determine valuable top links to use in the Wikidata knowledge base; for determining expansion terms from the available attributes values. For instance, Wikidata is a free collaborative and secondary database with 53,615,165 data items that can be read and edited by both humans and machines since it contains linked data and uses linked data standards [5] .
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents methodological details of our approach, and section 4 addresses its evaluation results, and gives an outlook on future work.
Related work
In general, Automatic query Expansion (AQE) techniques can be classified into 4 categories:
 Linguistic analysis [6] - [7] : that can not solve ambiguity issues [2] since they deal with each term seperatly from the others using WordNet [4] - [8] for example. This lexical database which can be used in approaches that are ontology-based [9] - [10] has liabilites that include among others the limited coverage of concepts [11] as well as the very few number of the available relationships (e.g. synonymy) ;  Query-log analysis: that exploits log files information e.g. the click activity of the users. The information in the logs of ancient queries that may be used to expand the user"s query is the relationship between queries and selected documents [12] . In [13] the authors extract probabilistic correlations between query terms and document terms, by analyzing query logs, in order to determine expansion terms. Yet, this technique is not efficient for systems that do not have large logs [12] . In the last decades, the IR field has also known an integration of the context aspect to query expansion. In the work presented in [14] , a new model for measuring similarity between web queries was proposed. The Language Model (LM) is used to build the query context, which is composed of the most similar queries to the query to expand and their top-ranked documents. Then, they apply a query expansion approach based on the query context and the Latent Semantic Analyses (LSA) method;  Linked data techniques [15] : in the domain of health for example; linked data help in corresponding terms that patients use with those used by specialists of the medical domain. In [16] , authors use the "Unified Medical Language System" (UMLS) database to dermine synonyms of users" queries phrases. In [17] authors show the importance of Linked Open Data Cloud properties in finding semantically similar alternatives, to user query keywords, to be used for expansion, but in there work they explore only a few number of Dbpedia [18] properties which means that valuable properties may not have been explored. In our work we do not select properties to use depending on their names, we select them depending on their attributes" values. In [3] , authors use Wikipedia to solve ambiguity problems of queries buy finding correspondies articles to each query n-grams
Proposed Method
To expand queries using Linked data from Wikipedia we: 1. Looked for the query in the English Wikipedia. When the query contained many sentences (table 1) ; we opted for the advanced search to write the first sentence in the search text field and write the terms in the other sentences in the "One of these words" text field (as shown in Figure 1 ) to avoid not getting any results; 2. Selected from the top 10 links (because the most relevant results are believed to be the first ones): the titles that were equal to the query, the ones that contained a subpart of it (if it was not a stop word), and the ones that contained a sub-part of the query written between parentheses but not preceded by expressions like: "redirects from", "category", and "section" ; 3. Used the "Wikidata item" link in the Wiki page (which is available in the left as one of the "tools" section links) to get its corresponding Wikidata page from which we determined: the attributes" values, from the section "Statements", that contained a query term (or a sub part of it), e.g. "renal carcinoma" which is the value of the property "subclass of", unless it was a stop word and deleted from them the expressions "science/", "subject/", "-pro" (Figure 2 ).
Fig. 2. The flowchart of our suggested approach
Our approach solved the problem of the determination of expansion terms" number to be used; since we used only the terms from Wikidata that contained a query term and not all of the attributes.
Results and discussion
To evaluate our approach, we used the collection Medline which is a collection of articles from a medical journal (containing 1033 documents, 30 queries and relevance assessments), that we indexed with a stop words list using Indri search engine.
Used retrieval model
In this work we used Kullback-Leibler (KL) IR language model for the implementation of our approach. And the general idea behind language models in IR, is about considering that a document D represents a sub-language for which we try to construct a language model M D [19] . The score of D given a certain query Q is determined by the probability that the documents model generates the query. Or, we try to creat a language model for the query and give a score to a document depending on weather this document can be generated by the query"s model [19] . Also, we may use smoothing e.g. Dirichlet to avoid getting a null result when a term is abscent in the constructed laguage model; 
Results and discussion
To evaluate our method we compared it with a baseline for which we used the pre-defined KL model without any expansion of the queries (see Figure 3) . Fig. 3 . P@N for our baseline and our suggested Wikidata query expansion approach that both use KL language model to retrieve results for Medline collection using Indri.
Fom the results, we noticed that the use of our suggested query expansion approach improved the baseline in terms of precision at different ranks. For instance, even though the P@5 of the baseline and the expansion method were the same; the P@10 of the suggested approach (which was 0,6214) was much better than that of the baseline (that was 0,5714). In addition to that, the P@15 of the expansion method (0,5333) was higher than that of the baseline (0,5238). And, the P@20 of the expansion approach that attained 0,4714 was better than that of the baseline (0,4607). Moreover, our approach increased slightly the recall at 0,00 since it was 0,8769 for the baseline and became 0,8867 for the Wikidata expansion approach.
Consequently, we believe that our approach is beneficial for Information Retrieval and query expansion; because it is simple and it benefits from linked data advantages through the use of Wikipedia in general and Wikidata in particular.
A possible reason for the unchanged results of P@5, might be the used collection of documents which is Medline that is domain specific and we know that the most appropriate database for this collection of documents is UMLS but the reason why we did not use it is the fact that we want our approach to be applied on any collection and not only on medicine collections. As a result, we think that we could have obtained higher results if we used another collection.
But in order to obtain even higher improvement; we think of using in future work, attributes" names instead of attributes" values and apply the method on other collections of documents. Also, the results vary depending on the retrieved number of documents, the more documents we retrieve; the higher the recall may get. And, the fewer documents we retrieve; the higher the precision may get.
Conclusion
To conclude, we may say that the use of Linked data in Automatic Query Expansion helps in the improvement of retrieval results.
Also, our suggested expansion approach that is based on the use of expansion terms from the Wikidata attributes" values increases the precision at different cut-off ranks and improves the recall at 0,00. Moreover, this proposed method is simple and can be used for any collection of documents and not only for collections of a specific domain like the medical domain because it uses Wikipedia and not a medical database like UMLS.
In the future, we will try to improve the relevancy of the results using attributes" names instead of attributes" values.
